In the recent years, text-based digital forensic has evolved into a major research domain that supports digital investigation. A piece of text can be a critical source of information that is written by somebody with respect to writing style, usage of typical vocabulary, and so on. In this paper, we present a unified approach for intelligent association analysis of text of how much a piece of text is related to a person with respect to his stylometric writing features. The latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)-based approach emphasizes on instance-based and profile-based classification of an author's text. Here, LDA suitably handles the high dimensional and sparse data by allowing more expressive representation of text. The presented approach is an unsupervised computational methodology that can handle the heterogeneity of the dataset, diversity in writing styles of authors, and the inherent ambiguity of Urdu language text. A large corpus was collected for performance testing of the presented approach. The results of the experiments show the superiority of the proposed approach over the state-of-the-art representations and other algorithms used for authorship attribution. Manifold contributions of the presented paper are use of improved sqrt-cosine similarity with LDA topics to measure similarity in vectors of text documents for the forensic analysis purpose, construction of a large data set of 6000 documents of articles, and achievement of (92% f1-measure) results on articles without using any labels for authorship attribution task.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern digital investigation relies on 'digital evidence' that plays an important role in investigations purpose and is considered an important piece of information. Typically, digital forensics aim extraction of information from the evidence data to answer the 5Ws (Why, When, Where, What, and Who). A digital forensic process assumes complete control of digital evidence and source of the evidence. A piece of text (such as customer reviews, reports, articles, etc.) can be a digital evidence and can be a source of serious information that can help in investigation. To find the writer or author of a piece of text is long-standing challenge as it needs a robust approach to investigate the feature based identification of author of a text [1] . This type of task involves association analysis that focuses on finding a set of patterns and features that describe the relationships among the binary attributes (variables) that are particularly used to characterize a set of objects. The stat-of-the-art perspectives of stylometry research is authorship analysis [2] - [7] . In the recent past, the domain of authorship analysis has embraced new dimensions of research typically with the emergence of machine learning techniques for text mining. One of the recent and emerging trends in authorship analysis is machine-based extraction of stylometric features from text of an author instead of manually engineering the stylometric features [8] - [10] . Authorship attribution is also attributed an important problem in domain of computational linguistics and information retrieval. The main focus of Authorship attribution is deciding the most appropriate author of a target document among a list of known author's [3] . From the machine learning aspect Authorship attribution can be perceived as one label multiclass text classification problem where the role of the classes are played by contestant authors [11] .
The detailed literature in the domain of Authorship attribution for last two decades revealed that it is a field of great interest of the community and has been mainly applied on English language [4] , [6] , [12] , [13] . Additionally, a few solitary efforts are done for application of Authorship attribution in other natural languages such as Greek [7] , [14] , Portuguese [15] , [16] , Dutch [17] - [19] and Arabic [6] , [20] . However, during the literature review, it was found that there is no major contribution in the field of Authorship attribution of Urdu text except Urdu poetry [21] . To the best of our knowledge, neither a theoretical support nor a tool is available for Authorship attribution of Urdu newspaper columns that provides higher accuracy. There are more than 70 million native speakers of Urdu language in Pakistan, India, UAE, and in few other parts of the world. Additionally, Urdu has been medium of millions of books, manuscript, magazines, newspapers, etc. So, such Authorship attribution application for Urdu language is a real need of the time.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [22] has been found to be a flexible generative probabilistic unsupervised topic model typically used for the Authorship attribution for text documents [8] , [9] , [23] , [24] . LDA has previously been used with similarity measuring technique such as Hellinger [9] . During the literature review, it was found that the results of the previously used similarity measuring techniques provide low accuracy and need improvement in topic matching process of LDA based author attribution. In this paper, we propose the use of improved sqrt-cosine distance metric with LDA topics to find similarity in vectors of text documents. In literature review, it was identified that the improved sqrt-cosine similarity (ICS) [25] has not been previously employed with LDA for Authorship attribution of the text documents. One of the objectives of the research presented in this paper was to investigate the behaviour of improved sqrt-cosine similarity with LDA in comparison with other similar previously used techniques for Authorship attribution.
The presented approach builds LDA models on n-grams texts instead of simple text, to keep personal stylistic attributes of the text writer and then improved sqrt-cosine similarity metric is used to find out similarity in LDA topical representation of Urdu text documents to carried out classification. Here, LDA's application on n-grams words not only keep various stylistic fingerprints to identify the writing style of a particular author but also can analyse a large dataset of Urdu newspaper articles and can identify the potential author for testing dataset. The presented approach emphasizes on author instance-based and profile-based classification of text. We used LDA which can handle high dimensional and sparse data, allowing more expressive representation of texts. LDA is also suitable considering the heterogeneity of the dataset, inherit ambiguity of Urdu language text and diversity in writing styles of authors. A large dataset was collected for performance testing of the presented approach. The results of experiments show superiority of the proposed approach over the state-of-the-art representations and other algorithms used for Authorship attribution. Manifold contributions of the presented work are use of improved sqrt-cosine similarity with LDA to measure similarity in vectors of text documents, construction of a large data set of 6000 documents of Urdu newspaper articles, and achievement of satisfactory results on Urdu news articles without using any labels for Authorship attribution task.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II discusses the outcomes of the detailed literature review carried out during the research and a course of related work; Section III describes the materials and methods of the presented research along the dataset collected and the LDA based used approach for Authorship attribution in Urdu newspaper articles; Section IV provides details of the experiments their results and discussions to show the performance testing and outcomes of the presented approach; Section V presents conclusion of the presented research. The paper ends with a conclusion section.
II. RELATED WORK
By using the stylometry and computational methods, data scientists and researchers are trying to bring revolutionary modifications for improved authorship analysis tasks like Authorship attribution, author verification and author profiling.
In Authorship attribution as a first main paradigm, we can apply univariate or multivariate measures that can reflect the style of a particular author. Studies on individual measures such as frequencies of specific word or letter occurrence [26] , average word length, mean sentence length [27] , lexical richness [11] and integrated syntactic graphs [28] has been done, however none of these individual measures prove satisfactory [29] . In multivariate approach basic intuition is to take documents as points in vector space, and by using some appropriate distance measure, assign the questioned document to the author whose documents are closest to the questioned document. One such approach is Delta [30] , similarly other distance based similarity functions have been applied to diverse feature sets for Authorship attribution as well [4] , [14] , [21] .
As a second main paradigm, we can apply machine learning techniques to find the most appropriate author of the given text. In this paradigm we can see individual author as one category, we then require to define a classification model by applying various features this model can now identify individual author category among possible authors. For the simplicity machine learning techniques are further separated into two sub categories, one is supervised and other is unsupervised. Supervised techniques are those in which author-class labels are involve for classification, while unsupervised techniques do classification without prior knowledge of author-class labels.
For Authorship attribution supervised techniques include neural networks [31] , [32] , linear discriminant analysis [33] , decision trees [6] and support vector machines(SVMs) [13] , [34] , [35] . SVM outperformed other supervised techniques in head-to-head comparisons such as decision trees and neural networks.
Unsupervised classification techniques include cluster analysis [36] , principal component analysis (PCA) [37] , [38] and LDA [8] , [9] , [23] , [24] . The pioneer systematic study of Authorship attribution by using extended version of LDA was introduce by Michal Rosen-Zvi et al. [8] . LDA's ability to capture all hidden topics from large numbers of features in a reduced dimensionality makes it appealing for text analysis problems.
An overview of the closely related work that used various features sets and classifiers for author attribution is shown in TABLE 1.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section major steps of our proposed framework for Authorship attribution are discussed, with the intention to explain the necessary information related to our corpus, datasets, algorithms, models and their specific parameter settings and experiments, so that results can be reproducible. The materials used is corpus in Urdu language TABLE 2 datasets  TABLE 3 and inferred topics, the methods were data collection Section III-A, pre-processing Section III-B, various features extraction and selection Sections III-C, document term matrix preparation Section III-D, topics extraction using Latent Dirichlet Allocation Section III-E, proposed LDA + improved sqrt-cosine methodology for classification Section III-F.
A. CORPUS
In the Authorship attribution domain, there are two issues regarding corpus, one the number of publicly available test corpora are quite limited two, the available corpora are of comparatively small in term of number of texts documents or in term of number of authors. Thus, producing adequately precise comparisons between reported performances is problematic.
To the best of our knowledge there is no benchmark corpus for authorship in Urdu language until now. We decided to build new corpus in Urdu language, we used Urdu articles from news domain for this corpus. We wrote webpage scraping scripts in PHP programming language for each newspaper as the webpage structure of each newspaper was diverse. The process of data extraction was in two steps in first step, all the URLs of specific author were extracted by using crawler and in second step webpage scraper used these URLs to extract all available article contents FIGURE 1. We initially collected over 21,938 articles from main stream Urdu newspapers of Pakistan namely Express [40] , Nawa-e-waqat [41] and Dunya [42] . No additional contents were added or deleted from the articles except html tags were removed. There was no limit imposed on maximum number of words in downloaded article. Since more information about word structuring and writing style provides, better trained models, leading towards better prediction and accurate results. However minimum length of an article to be included in corpus was set to be 85 words, since it is harder to extract stylistic and contentbased features from short article. In TABLE 2 we selected 6,000 articles of 15 authors with 400 articles for each author, for the sake of balance corpus, naming it UrduCorpus. We shall publicly share this corpus and its various dataset used here.
UrduCorpus contains 7,137,403 tokens in total, at the document level, the mean length was 1189 tokens. The longest document was written by Aftab Ahmed Khanzada (2,223 tokens) and the shortest by Irshad Ansari (86 tokens). When considering the mean length per author, Irshad Ansari wrote the shortest documents (396 tokens per document) while Javed Chaudhary is the author, of the longest documents (1,690 tokens per document).
1) DATASETS
In datasets preparation from UrduCorpus, we used two representations of author specific documents.
a: INSTANCE-BASED
In instance-based representation all documents were treated individually.
b: PROFILE-BASED
All the author specific documents were concatenated into single file, now this single document shall represent individual author, in this way we have only fifteen long concatenated documents in total each one representing unique author.
We prepared four datasets from UrduCorpus as shown in TABLE 3. among these datasets two were instance-based with and without n-grams and two were profile-based with and without n-grams. We used randomly 75% data for training and 25% data for testing with respect to each author.
Two profile-based datasets of UrduCorpus have only fifteen (15) lengthy documents for training on the other hand each dataset have equal test documents for model evaluation.
The proposed framework for Authorship attribution FIGURE 2. Using topic modeling with LDA with improved sqrt-cosine similarity for classification.
B. PRE-PROCESSING
It is observed from literature review that it is not needed for vigorous pre-processing in Authorship attribution. As writer's grammatical mistakes, their preferences of letter abbreviation, letter capitalization, word prefixes and suffixes all are essential part of one's writing style. In this case, it is not feasible to correct grammatical mistakes or stem words, such actions may reduce the number of features specific to writer. We used Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) [43] for tokenizing at word-level after ignoring all whitespaces. We trimmed the phrases that appeared in fewer than 10 documents and more than 90% of the documents in the UrduCorpus. 
C. FEATURE EXTRATION
To extract numerical information from raw text documents is normally termed as Feature extraction process. Among extracted features only those features are selected that best fit the training model. After this process, if the features set dimensionality is huge and difficult for computation then it requires dimensionality reduction algorithms for appropriate performance. The following feature extracting techniques were used for proposed model.
1) BAG OF WORDS
In natural language processing bag-of-words is a classic model. In this model text is considered as a set of words each one having a frequency of occurrence in the corpus, however their contextual information is lost. In other words, it is order less document features representation in the form of frequencies that occurs in the document to form a dictionary, this dictionary may consist of character, character n-grams, words, words n-grams, or some other features extracted from text. We can produce distinct feature vectors based on information captured from the texts. This could be simply raw frequency of each word or term frequency and inverse document frequency(tf-idf). In this article we used raw frequencies of words at corpus level.
2) N-GRAMS
In any text document n-grams are all groupings of adjacent characters or words of length n. These n-grams features are language independent we can capture them from any language. From statistical prospective they can capture the language structure of a writer, like what character or word was expected to follow the given one. The choice of n is very important in n-grams, if it produces short n-grams we may fail to capture important differences. On the other hand, if it produces long n-grams we may only stick to particular cases. Optimum length really depends on the application, a good rule of thumb in word level n-grams is to use n-grams where n ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, this will significantly increases the length of the feature vectors almost five time as compare to normal vectors of the documents.
To overcome bag of word model limitation of contextual information lost, with n-grams we can capture more semantically meaningful information from text. Lexical n-grams are becoming popular as they are shown to be more effective than character n-grams and syntactic n-grams when all the possible n-grams are used as features [44] Moreover, it has been shown to be effective in identifying the gender of tweeters [45] . For ease of understanding we used underscores (_) to replace spaces in word n-grams and represent them as a single word in the vocabulary and subsequently in the bag of word model. The subsequent example shows a simple sentence and its complete lists of unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, fourgrams and fivegrams words generated from it. Note that Urdu is written from right to left, so read following sentence from right to left and n-grams from left to right. For word-level n-grams feature vector length varies as choice of n varies, it can grow rapidly almost n-times with n-grams. We find 7,137,403 words in training documents and for the sake of defining the style of particular author we applied n-grams where n=5 now the size of word types were 35,687,005 words in total, we find 12,411,430 distinct words among these words first we want to ignore words with small frequency occurrence as they represent a large proportion of the vocabulary. There were 11,048,391 hapax legomenon (words occurring once) and 722,907 dis legomenon (words occurring twice). If we use all distinct words for our vocabulary it can increase overall corpus dimensionality which is difficult for computation. As a feature selection we have applied a scheme of considering only those terms having frequency occurrence of 30 or more (tf ≥ 30), it reduced vocabulary size to 38121 terms. We also add the second constraint that each selected word should not appear in every document Thus, we want to ignore stop words appearing in almost every document. we ignore all words occurring in 70 percent or more documents. Taking into account this second constrain we ignore 686 most frequent words having frequency range from 901 to 4,448. Finally, we obtain a vocabulary of size 37,444 terms in instance-based n-grams dataset, similar feature selection schemes were applied on simple instance and profile-based datasets we obtained vocabulary of size 14,659 terms and on profile-based n-grams dataset applying slightly different feature selection scheme we capture 75,125 terms for vocabulary.
D. PREPARING DOCUMENT TERM MATRIX
Text documents are generally represented as a vector where in a document each attribute represents particular term frequency occurrence. This vector form representation can be used to find the similarity between the two corresponding documents. It is recommended to convert text corpus into a matrix representation before running any mathematical model on it. We prepared document term matrix FIGURE 3 from training dataset based on selected features which were saved in the form of vocabulary by using gensim dictionary class. LDA model looks for repeating term patterns in the entire document term matrix.
E. TOPIC MODELLING USING LDA
We can use topic models for the purpose of information retrieval and feature selection from unstructured text. A Topic modeling algorithm, say Latent Dirichlet Allocation [22] is useful for organizing large volume of textual data into overlapping clustering of documents [22] , [46] which differ from other text mining approaches, which are rule-based and use dictionary or regular expressions-based keyword searching. LDA is a flexible generative probabilistic topic model for collection of discrete data, that express the documents as collection of a mixture of topics with different probabilities for these topics in documents, and each topic is expressed as list of words with probabilities for them to belong to that topic. However, a selected document may consist of only on single topic or multiple topics with different proportion. For example, if we have three documents d1, d2 and d3 in the whole corpus and we want to generate three topics t1, t2 and t3 the document d1 may have topic t1 intensively, some proportion related to topic t2 and little bit of topic t3. The document d2 have equal mixture of topic t1 and t2 and document d3 may have only topic t3.
Though, LDA does not directly provide author of the document; however, it can still be used to capture valuable information about the writer of the document. The k topics, output of LDA, are usually much smaller than the size of the vocabulary V.
We have used LDA to reduce dimension of document term matrix FIGURE 3 to new matrix, we named new matrix as document topic matrix, as each cell represents specific topic weightage in that document and each matrix row now have topical representation of whole document in normalized form so, these topical representations formed dimensionality reduction of the document term matrix from 4500 × 37400 to document topic matrix 4500 × 105 which is almost 99% less of the vocabulary of the corpus, which is extremely helpful in features selection and classification of documents.
1) HYPER PARAMETERS & PARAMETERS OF LDA
LDA has corpus level parameters named hyper parameters α and β sampled only once, these parameters are from dirichlet distribution. First parameter α controls per document topics dispersion and β accountable per topic words dispersion, the high value of α mean each document possibly have mixture of almost every topic not a particular topic while low value of α mean document is represented by some of topics, similarly high β value mean each topic is possibly have mixture of most of the words not just specific words while low value of β mean a topic may represent a blend of just some of words. In a nutshell high α will produce documents more identical to each other and high β will produce topics more identical to each other. Literature analysis shows that final research goal plays important role in LDA values as well as procedures of optimization for LDA hyper parameters α and β, as these parameters affect sparsity of the document VOLUME 7, 2019 topics and topic word distributions. we have preferred to fix hyper parameters throughout all experiments both default to a symmetric 1.0/number of topics prior. Whereas number of topics k is user defined we need to figure out the number of topics based on the data. Thus each document di, for i = 1, . . . , n, is generated based on a distribution over the k topics, where k defines the maximum number of topics. This value is fixed and defined a priori, a lower value for the number of topics may results in border topics like education, sports and fashion, and a larger value for number of topics may results in more focused topics like science, football and hairstyle. A large k value for topics means that the algorithm requires lengthier passes to estimate the word distribution for all the topics, a good rule of thumb is to choose a value that make sense for particular case, in the present context, we may consider k =15 at least assuming that each k value corresponds to the individual author writing style and thus choosing k = 15 was a sensible choice, larger k value than 15 was required to imitate the versatility of writing style of a particular author as two or more topics distributions were more helpful in this regard. however lower k value than 15 does not make any sense. We used k between 15 and 105 with the interval of 10.
F. LDA + IMPROVED SQRT-COSINE SIMILARITY
This method is our main contribution, as it achieves stateof-the-art performance in Authorship attribution with many candidate authors. The main idea of our approach is to use LDA model in such a way that it provides us dimensionality reduction along with maintaining the author specific writer style, then use improved sqrt-cosine similarity in LDA model topic space, to determine the most likely author of the test document. We used n-grams to capture the author writing style. Documents were represented as bag-of-words, so each document from both training and test sets converted into sparse vector and were mapped into LDA topic space to generate a vector representation for each one, which can be represented as u i and v i as outcomes respectively.
In text similarity measures cosine similarity is one of the most popular one. It is a distance metric from computational linguistics to measure similarity between documents vectors. In order to find cosine similarity between two documents u and v first we need to normalize them to one in L 2 norm.
Now cosine similarity between these two normalized vectors u and v will be the dot product of them.
Zhu et al. [47] proposed a new cosine similarity measure sqrt-cosine similarity based on Zhu et al. [47] proposed a new cosine similarity measure sqrt-cosine similarity based on L 1 norm as the L 2 norm, is not a required metric for high-dimensional data mining application [48] . Based on these experiments, In Equation (3), each document is normalized to 1 in L 1 norm:
Sqrt-cosine similarity in some cases, conflict with the definition of similarity measurement [25] .
To use the benefits of sqrt-cosine similarity another similarity measure based on same philosophy, improved sqrt-cosine similarity (ISC) [25] was proposed. In this measure instead of using L 1 norm, square root of L 1 norm was used Equation (4) . It has a non-negative value and bounded between [0, 1] which is better assessed with probability-based approaches.
where u i and v i are vectors of n-dimensions over the document set u and v where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,k.
Cosine similarity is considered as the one of the best in similarity measurement. Improved sqrt-cosine similarity is very similar to cosine similarity in implementation complexity such as in Gensim [49] . We also used different evaluation metrics in order to validate and compare our results.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In our experiments, we validated the proposed Authorship attribution scheme by preforming tests on four datasets of UrduCorpus. In order to build the low-dimensionality topical representation, the LDA model receives tokenized text documents with n-grams of the training set without any label (without the author to which they belong) as input data type and for evaluation the unlabeled text documents from the testing set. The experiments comprised in testing a cosine base classifier with the output of LDA k-topics in the corpus, these topics form a lower-dimensional representation of the corresponding training set based on vocabulary and then evaluating the classifier with the testing set using the same lower-dimensional representation. The overall Authorship attribution accuracy rate (AR) is computed by Equation (5) as below: AR = number of correctly identified articles Total number of test set articles × 100 (5)
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
All the experiments were performed to test the performance and accuracy of the proposed approach using Intel i7 @ 2.8GHz, operating on windows 10 pro 64-bit with 6 GB memory. Python 3 (Python software Foundation, Wilmington, DE, USA), NLTK [43] and LDA implementation in Gensim [49] library were used for the development of system. LDA implementation in Gensim allows both estimation of topics distribution on training data and inference of these topics on test data, for its parameters setting Section-III-D1. We used UrduCorpus dataset TABLE 3 that belongs to the news domain. Note that, change of newspaper may affects writing style of an author similarly over the passage of time individual writing style may also change. The nature of articles (their topics) also influences the choice of words, however every individual has its own vocabulary it may like to use specific words unintentionally which can be used for its writing style identification.
To evaluate and compare LDA for Authorship attribution, we used the 6000 Urdu documents written by 15 well-known Urdu newspaper columnists. We used various performance metrics (Precision, Recall and f1-measure) along with accuracy to demonstrate the quality of auto decision making of cosine-based classifier on UrduCorpus.
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to substantiate the results we evaluated LDA-based Authorship attribution approach on instance and profile-based datasets with and without n-grams, we carried out a series of experiments on each dataset with several filters on term frequency as well as frequent words removal to generate vocabulary with most appropriate features and different number of LDA topics (15, 25, 35 , . . . , 105). We presented each experiment with best performance parameter setting as shown in TABLE 4.
Our results clearly shows that LDA instance-based n-grams approach outperform LDA profile-based approach significantly, although we were hoping vice versa as mentioned in literature [9] . In profile-based approach when documents were concatenated into single file to form author profile, some important Authorship features lose their prominence in the profile, these features have significant discriminating power that sharply contrast documents between the authors. Secondly although we have used balanced corpus in term of number of documents but the average document length per author vary so, when concatenating documents into author profile some profiles have less number of words in total as compared to other resulting in unbalanced features extraction, whereas in instance-based approach some documents of an author were long enough to become strong candidate of attributed document. Thirdly in instance-based approach different features can be combined easily whereas in profilebased approach it is difficult to do so. FIGURE 4 depicts the result of multiple experiments that compare the unsupervised classification of documents based on LDA topics with Improved sqrt-cosine similarity on four datasets of Section III.
We have reported the accuracy percentage yielded by the LDA + improved sqrt-cosine similarity approach, in LDA model setting the number of topics k between (15, 25, 35 is critical, it has a huge impact on performance. Usually, accuracy increases with the number of topics in a certain range and then begins to decrease. A clear and precise prescription for this parameter is not possible, even in same dataset with different vocabulary sizes.
In order to evaluate the proposed LDA-based approach on four datasets. We used the same number of topics with identical vocabulary size initially, however the results were not satisfactory for couple of datasets, as with combination of n-grams document size increases in term of tokens and length in dataset, thus in these datasets we cannot use the same vocabulary size for each LDA model. We tuned LDA models with different vocabulary sizes keeping same k topics. We have reported the best performance of each dataset with different vocabulary sizes but same number of topics between 15 and 105, in the current context, we may assume that each topic at least matches to the writing style of an author thus fixing k =15 is a reasonable choice. However, the value of k could be larger than 15 representing the fact that each author may require two or more topical representation to well describe the style of a given author.
When applying the LDA model on instance-based n-grams dataset with vocabulary of 37444 terms and k=55 topics, we achieved an accuracy 92.8% with improved sqrt-cosine similarity. Hence evaluations reported in this graph indicate that the LDA-based Authorship attribution model performs significantly better on instance-based n-grams dataset than other datasets almost on each k topics selection. Note that to further elaborate the results in the following we used proposed model with instance-based n-grams dataset. FIGURE 5 shows confusion matrix obtained with proposed methodology on 1500 test documents.
This confusion matrix can be used for various performance measures which can evaluate our results in different ways. As we can see, there is a clear diagonal heatmap which represents the accuracy with respect to author, however there were some documents which were misclassified. Four out of fifteen authors have at least five misclassified documents towards single author for example eleven (11) documents for actual author number thirteen (13) were misclassified towards predicated author number one (1) which shows some resembles of their writing styles. One notable result was that authors with maximum accuracy also did not have any misclassified document in their favor, which shows their unique writing style.
1) INTERPRETATION OF MISCLASSIFIED ARTICLES
There can be number of reasons for misclassification of articles. Firstly, we found that few authors have writing style such that, in their articles first they gave quoted paragraphs of other authors and then discuss their point of view on that topic. In this way they intermingle their writing style with other authors. Secondly, authors wrote on various domains like politics, religion, sports and entertainments as the corpus was not domain specific. It was possible some authors write more on specific domain hence; our proposed scheme may model that author somehow more towards that domain in consequence document of any other author of specific domain may misclassified. Thirdly, short size of the testing article may be the cause of misclassification.
In TABLE 5 we reported individual class results in terms of precision, recall, f1-measure and accuracy rate (percentage of correct answers) obtained on instance-based n-grams dataset by applying proposed scheme for Authorship attribution.
This experiment shows our approach models the authors more accurately on n-grams instance-based dataset. We achieved 92.89% accuracy rate on this dataset, other performance measures were also satisfactory, as precision measure was fluctuating from 79% to 100% and recall measure was between 81% to 99% on individual basis of this dataset. As there is a tradeoff between precision and recall, we attained 93.1% precision and 92.9% recall on 1500 test documents of instance-based n-grams dataset.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we designated the Authorship attribution problem in articles for efficient forensic analysis. As a new Authorship attribution scheme, we proposed an approach using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) paradigm in conjunction with n-grams to produce reduced dimension topical representation of UrduCorpus. We explained how the topical representations of LDA could be used with improved sqrt-cosine distance metric for classification of test documents. Our approach yields satisfactory performance. The best result in terms of accuracy and f1-measure were achieved with n-grams introduction in the model which captures more stylistic features of an author. The lessons learned were that each language required different configuration at each stage, appropriate selection of the dimensionality of the representation is crucial for Authorship attribution, and it is possible to significantly improve the accuracy results by fine tuning the size of vocabulary and k topics in LDA.
One possible improvement to the study would be implementation of supervised learning model to get good accuracy. This would increase the effort of annotating the corpus. Secondly, we could train the model developed in the study, on a larger set of columnists. One could aim to design and deploy an automated websites scraper incorporated with the proposed LDA model to collect other such online articles and create a comprehensive database of all such columnists. By doing so it could probably help Authorship attribution on a larger scale.
